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Abstract

Many advances in cooperative multi-agent rein-
forcement learning (MARL) are based on two
common design principles: value decomposition
and parameter sharing. A typical MARL algo-
rithm of this fashion decomposes a centralized
Q-function into local Q-networks with parame-
ters shared across agents. Such an algorithmic
paradigm enables centralized training and decen-
tralized execution (CTDE) and leads to efficient
learning in practice. Despite all the advantages,
we revisit these two principles and show that in
certain scenarios, e.g., environments with a highly
multi-modal reward landscape, value decomposi-
tion, and parameter sharing can be problematic
and lead to undesired outcomes. In contrast, pol-
icy gradient (PG) methods with individual poli-
cies provably converge to an optimal solution in
these cases, which partially supports some recent
empirical observations that PG can be effective in
many MARL testbeds. Inspired by our theoretical
analysis, we present practical suggestions on im-
plementing multi-agent PG algorithms for either
high rewards or diverse emergent behaviors and
empirically validate our findings on a variety of
domains, ranging from the simplified matrix and
grid-world games to complex benchmarks such
as StarCraft Multi-Agent Challenge and Google
Research Football. We hope our insights could
benefit the community towards developing more
general and more powerful MARL algorithms.
Check our project website at https://sites.
google.com/view/revisiting-marl.
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1. Introduction
Value decomposition has become the most popular paradigm
for tackling cooperative multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) problems (Sunehag et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020c;
Rashid et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020a; Hu et al., 2021).
Under this paradigm, algorithms decompose the global Q-
function into local Q-functions that satisfy the Individual
Global Max (IGM) principle (Son et al., 2019). Then the
optimal global policy can simply be derived via greedily se-
lecting locally optimal actions for each agent. This process
enables centralized training and decentralized execution
(CTDE) (Foerster et al., 2016a; Gupta et al., 2017), and the
factorized representation has also led to enormous benefits,
including credit assignment (Zhang et al., 2020), emergent
communication (Wang et al., 2019b), exploration (Liu et al.,
2021), etc. In addition, the local Q-networks are typically
implemented with shared parameters leading to a shared
replay buffer across agents, which not only reduces the
number of total parameters but also results in more stable
training (Christianos et al., 2020).

Despite all the aforementioned advantages, in this paper,
we revisit popular cooperative MARL methods and argue
that some common practices including value-decomposition
representation and parameter sharing, can be problematic in
certain scenarios. We start our discussion by considering a
simple 2-by-2 matrix game, the XOR game, which has two
symmetric global optimal solutions. We prove that even for
this particularly simple game, a value-decomposition-based
algorithm cannot represent the underlying payoff structure,
and thus may not learn the optimal policy via factorized
local Q-networks. Interestingly, we notice that in this exam-
ple, policy gradient (PG) with individual policies provably
converges to either of the two optimal solutions. In addi-
tion, we also introduce another policy-based auto-regressive
representation and show that PG with such a representa-
tion can learn all the strategy modes even on the N -player
version of the XOR game, which has exponentially many
optimal solutions. Our theoretical findings suggest that on
certain multi-modal problems, policy gradient, which is of-
ten considered sample-inefficient as an on-policy method,
can be preferable compared to popular value-based learning
methods. This insight can be served as initial evidence to
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partially explain the recent empirical observations that PG
methods perform surprisingly well on many MARL bench-
marks (Papoudakis et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021).

We further extend our study to a grid-world game, Bridge,
which is a temporal variant of the XOR game. Based on our
theoretical insights, we present two practical suggestions
for applying PG to cooperative Markov games concerning
different evaluation targets. For the highest final rewards
and the fastest convergence, it can be beneficial to adopt
an individual or agent-specific policy. For a policy that can
capture multi-modal behaviors, we propose an attention-
based auto-regressive policy representation that has a mini-
mal computation overhead while maximally retaining the
expressiveness power of a joint policy. A few training tech-
niques for efficiently learning multi-modal auto-regressive
policies are also introduced in the Bridge game.

We also validate our two suggestions in more complex
domains including the StarCraft Multi-Agent Challenge
(SMAC) (Rashid et al., 2019) and Google Research Foot-
ball (GRF) (Kurach et al., 2019). We show that in many
scenarios, using individual or agent-specific policies can fur-
ther improve the performance of the state-of-the-art multi-
agent proximal policy optimization (PPO) method (Yu et al.,
2021). Meanwhile, using our auto-regressive policy learn-
ing method, we can discover interesting emergent behaviors
that are never discovered by existing fully decentralized PG
or value-based methods.

We emphasize that our work is NOT claiming for a new
algorithm that is universally applicable. Instead, we attempt
to provide concrete analysis to explain recent empirical
evidence on PPO’s effectiveness and present practical
alternatives of interest in certain scenarios. We hope our
theoretical and empirical findings can bring useful insights
to the community towards developing more general and
more powerful MARL algorithms in the future.

2. Related Work
Centralized Training with Decentralized Execution
(CTDE) (Lowe et al., 2017) is perhaps the most popular
framework for MARL. The fundamental idea is to adopt
global information for simplified training (i.e., by reducing
a POMDP to an MDP) while maintaining policies that only
take local information for producing actions. Value de-
composition (VD) methods perform centralized Q-learning
and represent the global Q-function as a combination of
local Q-networks following the Individual-Global-Max
(IGM) principle (Son et al., 2019), i.e., the optimal joint
action should be equivalent to the collection of greedy
local actions of each agent, which naturally enables CTDE.
Representative VD methods, such as Value Decomposition
Network (VDN) (Sunehag et al., 2017), QMIX (Rashid

et al., 2018), QTRAN (Son et al., 2019), QPLEX (Wang
et al., 2020a), and other variants (Rashid et al., 2020; Yang
et al., 2020), have been providing increasing expressiveness
power towards the function class satisfying the IGM
principle. Other works also introduce policy networks
into the VD framework (Su et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2020c; Zhang et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021) or further
adapt the decomposed Q-networks towards communication
learning (Wang et al., 2019b), zero-shot adaptation (Hu
et al., 2020b), credit assignment (Zhang et al., 2020), or
structural emergent behavior (Wang et al., 2019a; 2020b).
Despite the success of the IGM principle, we argue in this
paper that in certain scenarios with a highly symmetric
multi-modal reward structure, VD methods or even the IGM
principle itself can be problematic and therefore suggest
feasible alternative directions for future MARL research.

Another line of MARL methods, such as COMA (Foerster
et al., 2018), adopt policy gradient (PG) and follow CTDE
by learning local policies with a centralized value function
as the critic. Due to the on-policy fashion, PG methods are
typically believed to be less sample efficient and therefore
less utilized in the academic literature with limited com-
putation resources. Whereas, some recent empirical stud-
ies (de Witt et al., 2020; Papoudakis et al., 2020; Yu et al.,
2021) demonstrate that with proper input representation and
hyper-parameter tuning, multi-agent PPO can achieve sur-
prisingly strong performance and sample efficiency in many
cooperative MARL benchmarks compared to off-policy VD
methods. Our theoretical analysis partially justifies these
recent empirical findings and provides insights toward more
effective implementation of PG methods.

Multi-modality is a common phenomenon in many multi-
agent games. For example, many works have shown that
diverse emergent behaviors can be obtained under a simple
reward function (Lowe et al., 2019; Baker et al., 2019; Tang
et al., 2021). There is also a direction of research focusing
on discovering diverse behaviors, e.g., by evolution meth-
ods (Cully et al., 2015; Pugh et al., 2016), population-based
training (Vinyals et al., 2019; Parker-Holder et al., 2020;
Lupu et al., 2021) or iterative policy optimization (Lanctot
et al., 2017; Masood & Doshi-Velez, 2019; Zahavy et al.,
2021; Zhou et al., 2022). In game theory, the multi-modality
issue is closely related to the concept of equilibrium refine-
ment (Kreps & Wilson, 1982), which studies selecting the
desired Nash equilibrium. The XOR game can be also inter-
preted as a cooperative version of the chicken game, which
corresponds to the concept of correlated equilibrium (Au-
mann, 1974). Our work points out that the existence of mul-
tiple optimal strategies can be an issue for existing MARL
methods. We also develop an auto-regressive representa-
tion for representing a single multi-modal policy. Existing
MARL literature primarily applies sequential execution for
learning a consensus solution among agents by assuming all
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optimal solutions are known in advance (Boutilier, 1996).
By contrast, we focus on directly learning a multi-modal
policy from scratch, which is more challenging. Devel-
oping more powerful algorithms for diverse behaviors or
sophisticated equilibria is beyond the scope of this paper.

We remark that the auto-regressive representation is widely
adopted in the language generation literature, from N-gram
models (Damerau, 2018) to recent attention-based architec-
tures (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2018), which is the
foundation of our proposed auto-regressive policy learning.
There is a recent trend in developing non-auto-regressive
text generation methods (Gu et al., 2017; Qian et al., 2020)
for fast convergence and computational efficiency, which
conceptually motivates our proposal of individual policy
learning. In recent MARL literature, sequential policy up-
date has been proposed to guarantee monotonic policy im-
provement (Kuba et al., 2022), which improves the perfor-
mance of PG methods under CTDE. Instead of focusing on
efficient training for decentralized execution, our proposed
auto-regressive representation improves the policy modeling
capacity and maintains the full expressiveness power of a
centralized policy. Hence, we can learn diverse behaviors us-
ing a single auto-regressive policy. Finally, auto-regressive
policy learning requires broadcasting each agent’s action
to all the following agents, which assumes a perfect com-
munication channel on actions and is therefore related to
multi-agent communication (Foerster et al., 2016b; Wang
et al., 2019b).

3. Background
3.1. Notation

We study cooperative MARL under the framework of
multi-agent Partially Observable Markov Decision Pro-
cess (Boutilier, 1996; Kaelbling et al., 1998), which is de-
fined as a tuple M “ xn,S,A,O, r, P,O, γ,Hy. Here,
n P N is the number of agents, S is the state space, A
and O are the action and observation space of each agent,
r : S ˆ An Ñ R is the reward function, P is the transition
model, O : S Ñ O is the observation function, γ is the
discount factor, andH is the horizon. For state s, s1 P S and
a joint action a P An, the transition probability of reaching
state s1 from state s by executing action a is P ps1 | s,aq.
At timestep t, st denotes the state and each agent i P rns re-
ceives a observation oit “ Opi, stq. Then, given the joint ob-
servation ot “ po1t , o

2
t , . . . , o

n
t q, agents output a joint action

a P An according to the joint policy π : On Ñ △ pAnq.
We aim to find the optimal joint policy π‹ to maximize the
expected return, i.e.,

π‹ “ argmax
π

Epst,atq„pP,πq

«

H
ÿ

t“1

γt´1rpst,atq

ff

.

3.2. Value Decomposition in MARL

Value-based methods in cooperative MARL tasks aim to
learn a global Q-function Qtot : S ˆ An Ñ R to estimate
the future expected return given current state st and joint ac-
tion a. However, the global state st is typically unavailable
during execution and the dimension of joint action space An

grows exponentially w.r.t. agent number n. Value decompo-
sition (VD) addresses this issue by decomposing the global
Q-value Qtotps,aq into local Q-values Qipoi, aiq. In partic-
ular, VD methods learn local Q-functions Qi : O ˆ A Ñ R
and a mixing function fmixp¨; sq conditioning on state s to
represent the global Q-value Qtotps,aq by

Qtotps,aq “ fmixpQ1po1, a1q, . . . , Qnpon, anq; sq. (1)

For a reduced model size and efficient training, the parame-
ters for each local Q-function Qi are shared, which is called
parameter sharing. fmix is enforced to satisfy the Individual-
Global-Max (IGM) (Son et al., 2019) principle such that

arg max
aPAn

Qtotps,aq “ Yn
i“1targmax

aiPA
Qipo

i, aiqu. (2)

Therefore, the optimal joint action can be easily derived by
independently choosing a local optimal action from each
local Q-function Qi, which enables centralized training and
decentralized execution (CTDE). Different VD methods pro-
pose different representations for the mixing function with
various expressiveness capabilities. Notably, QPLEX (Wang
et al., 2020a) proposed the first architecture that can repre-
sent any possible mixing function under the IGM principle.

3.3. Policy Learning in MARL

Policy gradient (PG) and its variants (Williams, 1992; Schul-
man et al., 2017; Foerster et al., 2018) directly optimize the
policy π by gradient descent. In cooperative MARL tasks,
popular PG methods follow CTDE by learning an individ-
ual actor πθi : O Ñ △pAq for agent i parameterized by
θi, and a centralized value function Vψi

: S Ñ R (i.e.,
critic) parameterized by ψi. In order to leverage global in-
formation, the value function takes the global state s (Yu
et al., 2021) or the combination of all the local observations
ro1, . . . , ons (Lowe et al., 2017) as its input for an accurate
global value estimate. The majority of existing multi-agent
PG works adopt parameter sharing, i.e., θ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ θn “ θ
and ψ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ψn “ ψ, for reducing model size. Such a
decentralized formulation naturally induces the following
implicit joint policy with a fully independent factorization:

πpa | oq «

n
ź

i“1

πθipa
i | oiq. (3)

With such a policy representation, each agent i simultane-
ously performs policy learning by running the single-agent
policy gradient over its individual policy πθi and assuming
other policies unchanged.
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4. A Motivating Example: XOR Game

0 1
1 0

Table 1. Payoff matrix
of XOR game.

We start our analysis by consid-
ering a cooperative game in the
simplest form of a 2-by-2 matrix
game called XOR game as shown
in Table 1. In this 1-step stateless
game, each agent has two possible
actions and they will get a positive reward only if they out-
put different actions. There are two symmetric and equally
optimal strategies in this game. We will show that value-
decomposition methods may fail to converge on this partic-
ularly simple game (Sec. 4.1) but policy gradient methods
can be proved to converge (Sec. 4.2). Lastly, we will show a
simple PG variant that can learn a policy covering all possi-
ble modes even in the n-player extension of the XOR game
(Sec. 4.3).

4.1. Value Decomposition in XOR game

Let’s assume each agent has two actions, 1 and 2. In
this stateless setting, the global Q-value degenerates to
Qtotpa

1, a2q and can be further decomposed as

Qtotpa
1, a2q “ fmixpQ1pa1q, Q2pa2qq, (4)

where fmix needs to satisfy the IGM principle.

Theorem 4.1. Value decomposition (Eq. (4)) cannot repre-
sent the underlying global Q-function in XOR game.

Proof. In XOR game, the desired global Q-value is the pay-
off. Let pα1, α2, β1, β2q “ pQ1p1q, Q1p2q, Q2p1q, Q2p2qq.
Suppose for contradiction that it could represent. Then
fmixpα1, β2q “ fmixpα2, β1q “ 1. Now if α1 ě α2 then by
monotonicity we have

0 “ Qtotp1, 1q “ fmixpα1, β1q ě fmixpα2, β1q “ 1, (5)

contradiction. Otherwise, we have

0 “ Qtotp2, 2q “ fmixpα2, β2q ě fmixpα1, β2q “ 1, (6)

contradiction.

Figure 1. Loss in XOR game.

Remark: Theorem 4.1
suggests that with VD, Q-
learning will NOT con-
verge on XOR game.
We also conduct em-
pirical experiments by
applying state-of-the-art
VD methods, including
VDN (Sunehag et al., 2017), QMIX (Rashid et al., 2018)
and QPLEX (Wang et al., 2020a), by fitting the payoff ma-
trix and average the results over 6 random seeds. Note that
since the XOR game is stateless, Q-values are just separate

learnable constants. Curves of loss are shown in Fig. 1.
None of the VD methods achieve a zero regression loss as
pointed out by Theorem 4.1, even for the most representative
method QPLEX. We can also observe that QPLEX suffers
from significant loss fluctuations. This implies that the even-
tual policy induced by the Q-functions learned by VD-based
methods can be completely arbitrary due to the condition
of the optimization process. We additionally emphasize
that Theorem 4.1 holds whenever the local Q networks are
shared or not — the failure is due to the limited representa-
tion power of VD methods.

4.2. Policy Gradient in XOR game

We refer shared policy learning (PG-sh) to the setting of
learning a single policy parameter θ for all the agents, i.e.,
π1 “ π2 “ πθ, and refer individual policy learning (PG-
Ind) to the setting of learning a separate policy parameter θi
for each agent’s policy πθi . We will show by the following
theorems that a shared policy cannot solve the XOR game
while individual policy learning can provably converge to
an optimal solution.

Theorem 4.2. Shared policy learning cannot learn an opti-
mal policy for the XOR game.

Proof. Let πi be a shared policy and ai denote the action
by agent i. Let α “ Ppai “ 0q. The expected return of πi is

ErRpπiqs “ Ppa1 “ 0, a2 “ 1q

` Ppa1 “ 1, a2 “ 0q (7)
“ 2αp1 ´ αq ď 0.5 ă 1, (8)

but the optimal return is 1.

Lemma 4.3. Individual policies can represent the optimal
policy for the XOR game.

Proof. In the XOR game, there exists a deterministic op-
timal (joint) policy. Then, we can construct deterministic
individual policies for each agent w.r.t. the global opti-
mum.

Theorem 4.4. Individual policy learning via stochastic
policy gradient can learn an optimal policy in the XOR
game.

Proof. Previous works have shown that SGD can escape
saddle points and converge to local optima under mild as-
sumptions (Kleinberg et al., 2018). For any individual policy
πi, if it has a positive reward but not the maximum reward
(which is 1), then we can find a better policy in the neigh-
borhood by increasing probability along the direction of the
permutation where πi puts maximum probability. Other-
wise, if it has a zero reward, then we can find a better policy
by increasing probability in all directions.
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Remark: Through the theoretical analysis in Sec. 4.1
and 4.2, we show that even a simple 2-by-2 matrix game, i.e.,
XOR game, can be a counterexample that VD-based MARL
algorithms fundamentally fail to converge. By contrast, PG
methods, as an SGD-based approach, can provably converge
to an optimum. This fact suggests that, even though PG
methods are much less utilized in MARL compared with VD
methods, it can be preferable in certain cases, e.g., games
with multiple strategic modalities, which can be common in
real-world applications.

4.3. Auto-Regressive Policy Learning

Although we have proved in the previous discussions that
individual PG can effectively learn an optimal mode in the
XOR game, the strategy mode that it finally reaches can be
highly dependent on the initialization of the policies. Thus,
a natural question will be:

Can we learn a single policy that can cover all the optimal
modes?

We remark that learning multi-modality policies is mean-
ingful for a wide range of focuses, such as emergent behav-
ior (Tang et al., 2021), exploration (Mahajan et al., 2019),
learning to adapt (Lanctot et al., 2017; Balduzzi et al., 2019)
or interacting with humans (Hu et al., 2020a).

Let’s re-visit a global policy πpa1, a2q, which models the
joint action probabilities for both agents. It would be triv-
ial to construct a multi-modal global policy such that it
has equal chances to output joint actions of either p2, 1q

or p1, 2q. However, following the decentralized policy
gradient formulation (Eq. 3), the factorized representation
πpa1, a2q Ð πpa1qπpa2q is only able to represent one par-
ticular mode. Therefore, for a multi-modal policy, we need
to develop a policy representation with a stronger expres-
siveness of the joint policy and with minimal computation
overhead compared with independent policies (Eq. 3).

We propose to represent the policy in an auto-regressive
form, i.e., πpa1, a2q “ πpa1qπpa2|a1q in XOR game.

Formally, let’s consider a general auto-regressive policy
representation for n agents under X “ tx1, . . . , xnu, a
permutation over 1 to n, denoting an execution order for the
agents. Given any execution order X , we can factorize the
joint policy πθ into the form of

πθpa | oq «

n
ź

i“1

πθxi paxi | oxi , ax1 , . . . , axi´1q, (9)

where the action produced by agent xi depends on its ob-
servation oxi and all the actions from its previous agents
x1, . . . , xi´1 under the execution order X . Note that the
auto-regressive factorization is equivalent to the joint policy
in the fully observable setting while maintaining a strong

expressiveness in Dec-POMDPs. Moreover, by sequentially
generating actions according to X , the output dimension
of each agent’s policy πθxi

remains the same as individual
policy representation, which results in a minimal policy
computation overhead.

We remark that auto-regressive policy in Eq. (9) is based
on a different factorization scheme from the classical de-
centralized learning paradigm in Eq. (3). To sufficiently
distinguish these two factorization schemes in our paper, we
call the representation in Eq. (3) independent policy.

In theory, we argue that an auto-regressive policy could learn
substantially more diverse policies on the n-player variant of
XOR game, called permutation game. Here, we measure the
diversity of a policy π by the entropy of its trajectories, i.e.,
Hpπq “ ´Eτ„πrlog pπpτqs, where τ denotes a trajectory
and pπpτq is the probability of τ under π.

Definition 4.5 (Permutation game). An n-agent permuta-
tion game is a stateless Dec-POMDP. Each agent i has
n actions A “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. The reward function is
rpa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq “ Itpa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq is a permutationu.

Note that the XOR game is the 2-player permutation game.

Theorem 4.6. For n-agent permutation game, the optimal
independent policy has entropy Hpπ‹

indq “ 0, while the opti-
mal auto-regressive policy could have entropy Hpπ‹

autoq “

logpn!q.

Proof. The optimal independent policy is given by π‹
ind “

pπ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , πnq, where π1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ πn´1 “ 0 and πn “ 1.
Note that this is a deterministic policy, so Hpπq “ 0.

The optimal auto-regressive policy is given by π‹
auto “

pπ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , πnq, where πipai|a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ai´1, s0q “ 1
n´i Itai ‰

a1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ai´1u. Note that the joint policy is π “

Unifptpa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq | ai is a permutationuq, which is a uni-
form distribution over n! permutations, so its entropy is
Hpπq “ logpn!q.

Figure 2. Entropy during
action selection in the 4-
player permutation game.

We empirically evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of auto-regressive
policy learning in the 4-player
permutation game. We plot the
entropy of policies learned by
auto-regressive (AR) learning
and individual (Ind.) learning
in Fig. 2. The results are av-
eraged over 3 seeds with neg-
ligible variance. The AR pol-
icy consistently learns a multi-
modal behavior while individ-
ual learning always converges to a single mode with a zero
policy entropy. Moreover, we also pick policies trained on a
particular trial and illustrate the distribution of joint actions
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Figure 3. Heatmap demonstrating the frequency of every possible
joint action during evaluation of 1000 episodes. X-axis indicates
the joint action of the first two agents and Y-axis indicates the joint
action of the last two agents, which forms a 16ˆ16 matrix. The red
circles indicate the single optimal mode discovered by individual
PG. Auto-regressive PG can discover all the permutations that
solve the game.

in Fig. 3. Note that there are a total of 44 “ 256 possible
joint actions in the 4-player permutation game while only
4! “ 24 of them yield a positive reward. We can observe
that the AR policy successfully covers all the optimal modes
while independent policies only converge to a specific mode.

Remark: Auto-regressive policy learning is a minimal
approximation of centralized learning, which is beyond the
setting of decentralized learning on Dec-POMDP (Oliehoek
et al., 2008). Most decentralized MARL methods formu-
lated on Dec-POMDP are based on independent policy fac-
torization (Eq. (1, 2, 3)), which has a fundamental limi-
tation — the joint policy cannot represent all the optimal
modes. Therefore, we propose Eq. (9) to overcome this
expressiveness limitation via a mild additional assumption
(communication of actions) and computation overhead.

5. Bridge: a Temporal XOR Game
We further extend our study to a grid-world Markov game,
Bridge, as shown in Fig. 4. In this game, two agents spawn
symmetrically at the two corners of the map. Each agent
needs to get through the bridge to reach the spawn point
of the other agent. At each timestep, each agent receives a
penalty which is proportional to the distance between the
current position and its goal. More environment details can
be found in Appendix B.1.

In this game, each grid may contain only one agent. Swap-
ping positions between two agents within a single timestep
is not permitted. Therefore, two agents cannot pass the
bridge simultaneously. As shown in the top row from Fig. 4,
one agent must temporarily leave the bridge and wait until
the other one passes by. By contrast, if both agents perform
the same actions and both enter the bridge, it will result in
a dead loop, and additional penalties may be incurred for
both agents due to time waste. Bridge can be interpreted as
a temporal version of the XOR game since the two agents
need to perform different macro actions, i.e., either wait or

move, to achieve the optimal reward. Likewise, there are
symmetric optimal strategies.

5.1. Agent-Specific Policy Learning on Bridge

Method Reward

QMIX -1.18(0.70)
QPLEX -1.48(1.30)
PG-sh -0.64(0.02)
PG-ID -0.48(0.00)
PG-Ind -0.48(0.00)

optimal -0.48

Table 2. Evaluation results in
Bridge over 3 seeds.

Based on our theoretical
analysis in Sec. 4, individ-
ual policy learning with un-
shared parameters (PG-Ind)
would be preferred. How-
ever, learning a separate
policy for each agent intro-
duces more model parame-
ters and may challenge op-
timization. We consider
an alternative to PG-Ind by
learning an agent-ID-conditioned policy (PG-ID): param-
eters are still shared across agents but the observation oi

is concatenated with the one-hot agent ID as an additional
policy input feature, which enables the policy to become
agent-specific. The effectiveness of such an ID-conditioning
technique was also studied by Yu et al. (2021).

We remark that PG-Ind and PG-ID are two implementation
choices to realize an individual policy πi conditioning on
agent index i. PG-Ind parameterizes each πi as πθipa

i | oiq
(conditioning by using different parameters) while PG-ID
adopts πθpai | oi; iq (conditioning by different inputs). Both
two choices are valid under the universal approximation
theorem (Hornik et al., 1989). In practice, πθipa

i | oiq has a
stronger conditioning power than πθpai | oi; iq but may be
harder to train due to more parameters and fewer data for
each πθi .

We compare the empirical performances of agent-specific
policy learning, including PG-Ind and PG-ID, with shared
policy learning (PG-sh) as well as popular VD algorithms,
including QMIX and QPLEX, on the 2-player Bridge game.
All the algorithms use the same batch size and are properly
trained with sufficient samples. The final evaluation rewards
are shown in Table. 2. Both VD methods empirically fail to
solve the game and produce particularly poor final rewards.
Regarding PG methods, since the game is fully symmetric,
a shared policy may not solve this game (PG-sh), while all
the agent-specific PG methods, i.e., PG-ID and PG-Ind, can
consistently learn the optimal behavior with negligible vari-
ance. Moreover, since the VD methods may not converge
in this Bridge game, we can observe that their variances are
substantially higher than PG methods.

5.2. Learning Multi-Modal Behavior with
Auto-Regressive Policy

We further apply auto-regressive policy to learn multi-modal
behaviors in Bridge game. To effectively discover multi-
modal behavior in general Markov games, we propose the
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Figure 4. (top) Multi-modal behavior by PG-AR in Bridge game.
Depending on the action of agent 1 (red), agent 2 (blue) makes
different decisions. (bottom) Uni-modal behavior by PG-Ind Agent
1 (red) always passes the bridge first.

following training paradigm.

Attention-based policy: We propose to use an attention-
based architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). We convert local
observations and input actions into separate embeddings
and use a self-attention mechanism to effectively derive a
combined input representation. Such a representation is size-
invariant w.r.t. the number of input actions, which further
enables parameter sharing. Self-attention also ensures the
output properly conditions on the input actions, which helps
learn a more coordinated joint policy.

Multi-step optimization: Given an execution order X ,
each agent xi will output an action from its own conditioned
policy πxipaxi |oxi , ax1:i´1q. Note that since all the output
actions are made within the same timestep, every policy
πxi has the same return R. Therefore, rather than solely
optimize the joint policy π, we can optimize all these n
“partial” policies by policy gradient as follows:

∇Jpπq “

n
ÿ

j“1

E

«

´R ¨

j
ÿ

i“1

∇ log πpaxi |oxi , ax1:i´1q

ff

.

(10)

Randomized execution order: Any execution order over n
should result in the same factorized distribution for the joint
policy πθpa | oq. Therefore, to prevent the parameterized
policy from overfitting a particular order, we randomized
the execution order X at each timestep during training.

Results: We compared the entropy of learned AR policy
(PG-AR) with PG-Ind and perform ablation studies over
the techniques, i.e., self-attention (Attn.), multi-step opti-
mization (MO), and randomized execution order (RO). The

PG-Ind PG-AR w.o.MO w.o.RO w.o.Attn.

0.01(0.00) 0.74(0.03) 0.02(0.01) 0.71(0.28) 0.60(0.44)

Table 3. Policy entropy (standard deviation) at the state where both
agents are at the bridge ends with ablation studies in Bridge.

Map PG-ID PG-sh. PG-Ind. RODE

1c3s5z 100.0(0.0) 97.4(1.0) 99.1(0.7) 100.0(0.0)
2s3z 100.0(0.7) 99.0(0.5) 99.1(0.9) 100.0(0.0)

3s_vs_5z 100.0(0.6) 96.7(1.8) 93.8(1.8) 78.9(4.2)
3s5z 96.9(0.7) 95.2(1.5) 80.4(3.3) 93.8(2.0)

3s5z_vs_3s6z 84.4(34.0) 42.3(4.0) 37.8(5.6) 96.8(25.1)
5m_vs_6m 89.1(2.5) 35.3(2.1) 44.4(2.9) 71.1(9.2)
6h_vs_8z 88.3(3.7) 79.9(4.8) 11.4(2.5) 78.1(37.0)

10m_vs_11m 96.9(4.8) 86.5(2.3) 78.4(2.7) 95.3(2.2)
corridor 100.0(1.2) 92.6(2.4) 82.2(1.8) 65.6(32.1)
MMM2 90.6(2.8) 92.3(1.9) 13.0(3.7) 89.8(6.7)

Table 4. Median evaluation winning rate (standard deviation) on
selected SMAC maps over 6 random seeds.

evaluation results are shown in Table 3. We can observe
that individual learning (PG-Ind) converges to a specific
mode with zero entropy while AR policies (PG-AR) can
effectively produce high-entropy strategies. Note that all
three proposed techniques are critical. We also illustrate
the learned AR policy in the top part of Fig. 4, where agent
1 (red) captures two modes when entering the bridge, i.e.,
move right to pass the bridge and move down to wait. Based
on the action of agent 1 (red), agent 2 (blue) can output the
corresponding optimal action subsequently.

6. Experiments on Popular MARL Testbeds
Based on the evidence from the Bridge game, we conduct
experiments on popular MARL benchmarks, including Star-
Craft Multi-Agent Challenge (SMAC) (Rashid et al., 2019)
and Google Research Football (GRF) (Kurach et al., 2019).
We use the dense reward setting in both games. These two
environments are intuitively multi-modal since professional
football teams or video game players usually have differ-
ent styles leading to a diverse collection of winning strate-
gies. In this section, we want to show that 1) in complex
multi-modal environments, value decomposition and policy
sharing can be outperformed by agent-specific policy learn-
ing methods, and 2) auto-regressive policy learning can
discover interesting emergent behaviors requiring strong
intra-agent coordination, which are never discovered by
existing multi-agent PG methods. Our implementation is
based on the MAPPO project (Yu et al., 2021) with more
details in Appendix C.

6.1. Learning Policies with Higher Rewards

We compare agent-specific policy learning, i.e., agent-ID-
conditioned policy (PG-ID) and individual policy with un-
shared parameters (PG-Ind), with state-of-the-art VD-based
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Scenario PG-ID PG-Ind. CDS(QMIX) CDS(QPLEX)

3v1 90.7(1.5) 90.2(1.7) 73.7(3.4) 83.6(4.0)
CA(Easy) 79.5(6.7) 92.4(2.6) 43.0(5.6) 40.4(4.8)
CA(Hard) 68.2(2.0) 67.8(3.4) 35.4(2.9) 34.8(3.4)

Corner 27.3(1.3) 21.6(2.4) 1.8(0.3) 20.8(1.7)
PS 43.4(8.8) 53.3(3.5) 83.5(4.0) 86.8(1.9)

RPS 66.6(3.1) 78.8(1.5) 65.5(7.0) 75.1(2.4)

Table 5. Median evaluation winning rate (standard deviation) in
GRF academy scenarios over 6 random seeds. (CA=counter attack;
PS=pass and shoot; RSP=run, pass and shoot).

algorithms, including RODE (Wang et al., 2020b) for SMAC
and CDS (Li et al., 2021) for GRF. We also include the per-
formance of shared policy learning (PG-sh).

Evaluation results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 for
SMAC and GRF respectively.

In SMAC, PG methods outperform VD methods on 9 out
of 10 selected maps as reported by Yu et al. (2021). The
agent ID can be critical and agent-conditioned policy (PG-
ID) outperforms policies without agent ID input (PG-sh) in
almost all the maps except MMM2, where the performance
of PG-ID and PG-sh is comparable. For individual policies,
it can achieve comparable performances with PG-ID on
maps with a small number of agents, while on maps with a
large number of agents, using unshared parameters may hurt
performance. We believe this is due to the issue of model
size.

In GRF, individual policies (PG-Ind) without parameter
sharing achieve comparable or even higher results com-
pared with agent-conditioned policies (PG-ID) in a total of
5 scenarios. Compared with the state-of-the-art algorithm,
CDS, which combines a basic VD method with exploration
rewards, PG-based methods, even without any intrinsic re-
wards, outperform CDS on a total of 5 scenarios except a
simple scenario pass-and-shoot, which only has two agents.
We believe this is due to PG converging towards a poor local
optimum due to the deceptive distance-based rewards in
GRF, which can be possibly addressed by leveraging more
advanced exploration techniques in future work.

Practical Suggestion: Always include agent-specific infor-
mation in the policy input; if there are not many agents in
the game, individual policy learning may be worth trying.

6.2. Emergent Behavior by Auto-Regressive Modeling

We similarly apply auto-regressive policy learning (PG-AR)
in SMAC and GRF. Due to an extremely high degree of
freedom and the setting of dense reward, it is non-trivial to
visually observe human interpretable multi-modal behaviors.
Nevertheless, we still found interesting emergent behav-
iors discovered by auto-regressive policies: these emergent
strategies require particularly strong coordination and are
never discovered by other PG variants in our experiments.

Figure 5. Emergent behavior on the 2m_vs_1z map of SMAC.

Figure 6. Emergent “coordinated-spread-out” behavior on the
3s_vs_5z map of SMAC by the AR policy.

In SMAC, Fig. 5 visualizes the learned AR policy on the
2m-vs-1z map. There are two agents (marines) and one
environment-controlled enemy. In this strategy, the two
marines keep standing still throughout the game. They per-
form attacks alternately while ensuring there is only one
attacking marine at each timestep. Since the enemy will by
default move towards the agent who attacks it, as a conse-
quence of such an alternative attacking scheme, the enemy
turns out to be constantly jittering between the two marines
until death without getting any chance to even get close to
any of the marines at all. By contrast, marines represented
by independent policies will keep moving within the map to
ensure a safe distance from the enemy. Fig. 6 visualizes an-
other learned AR policy on the 3s-vs-5z map where 3 agents
are trained to fight against 5 enemies. The agents trained by
PG-AR learn to spread out on the map and move towards dif-
ferent corners to keep distance from each other so that every
single agent can take charge of just 1 or 2 enemies. By con-
trast, agents by independent policies will never coordinate
to spread out. We illustrate the heatmap of agent positions
produced by different policies in Fig. 7, where a significant
visitation difference can be observed. AR policies are more
coordinated than independent policies.

In GRF, we present the learned strategy by PG-AR for the
3 vs 1 with keeper scenario in Fig. 8, where the AR policy
learns a neat “Tiki-Taka” style behavior: each of the 3 con-
trolled players keeps passing the ball to their teammates,
from outside the penalty to the right side and then to the
box, before finally scoring a goal. We remark that only the
AR policy can discover such a strategy that involves interac-
tions among all the 3 controlled players. In the strategy by
independent policies, the active agent will directly perform
long shots outside the penalty area without performing short
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Figure 7. Heatmap of agent positions from the strategies learned
by independent policies (middle) and AR policies (right). AR
policies are more coordinated and can control the agents to well
spread out to different corners of the map.

Figure 8. Emergent “Tiki-Taka” behavior in the GRF 3 vs 1 with
keeper scenario. Red circles indicate the dribbling player.

passes to teammates.

Remark: We admit that with additional training techniques
(Sec. 5.2), auto-regressive policy learning will converge
slower than individual policy learning, particularly in games
with a lot of agents. So there is a trade-off between ex-
pressiveness capability and sample efficiency. More exper-
iments on auto-regressive policy learning can be found in
Appendix D.1. In general, when optimizing the final reward
is not the only goal of a research project, we would sug-
gest adopting auto-regressive modeling for diverse emergent
behaviors.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a concrete analysis of the two
common practices of MARL algorithms: value decomposi-
tion and policy sharing. Theoretical results show that under
highly multi-modal scenarios, both two techniques can lead
to unsatisfying behaviors, while policy gradient methods
can be preferable for learning the optimal solution as well
as for learning multi-modal behaviors. We propose practical
enhancements for implementing effective policy gradient al-
gorithms in general multi-agent Markov games and achieve
strong performances in challenging MARL testbeds includ-
ing StarCraft MultiAgent Challenge and Google Research
Football. We hope our empirical suggestions can benefit
the practitioners while our theoretical analysis could serve
as a starting point toward more general and more powerful
MARL algorithms.
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A. Paper Website
Please check our project website https://sites.google.com/view/revisiting-marl for more information,
including visualization of learned strategies.

B. Environment Details
B.1. Bridge game

The observation of Bridge game is a 6-dim vector representation combined with [self-position, goal position, ally position],
and the action space is a Categorical distribution over [idle, moving up, moving down, moving left, moving right]. The
observation is processed to be symmetric to both sides of the bridge. After one agent reaches its own goal, it will be marked
as “dead”, and the [ally position] part of the other agent’s observation will be masked.

B.2. SMAC

We follow to use the SMAC environment and evaluation protocol in MAPPO (Yu et al., 2021).

B.3. GRF

We use separate dense rewards for all algorithms, i.e., agents obtain independent “scoring” and “checkpoints” rewards at
each timestep. We use the full action set and the “simple115v2” vector representation as the input of both policy and value
inputs.

C. Implementation Details
C.1. Fitting the XOR Game

We use 2 ˆ 2 trainable parameters to represent the local Q-values for each agent, and additional trainable parameters for
the mixing network. Specifically, we use 2 trainable parameters as the weight of VDN, a one-layer neural network with
64 hidden units as the hyper-net for QMIX, and 4-head attention with 64 hidden units for QPLEX. All the methods apply
stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 0.1.

C.2. Attention-Based Auto-regressive Backbone

We split the observation into agent-wise slots indicating different observable semantic information. Specifically, slots in
the Bridge game contain “self”, “goal”, and “ally”; slots in SMAC contain “self”, “move”, “ally”, and “enemy”; slots in
GRF contain “self”, “ball”, “ally”, and “enemy”. We embed different slots using different embedding layers, and different
entries in the same slot share the same embedding layer, which is similar to the architecture adopted in Baker et al. (2019).
One-hot agent actions are embedded with another embedding layer and added onto the corresponding “ally” observation
embeddings. Then, the embeddings are passed to a self-attention layer and a feed-forward layer, and the first output slot,
which corresponds to the observation of the agent itself, is passed to the policy head to output the action distribution. We
also mask the unavailable information in the self-attention layer, e.g., ally actions and positions will be masked if it is not
visible. All embedding and self-attention layers have a hidden dimension of 64.

C.3. Hyperparameters and Other Details

Hyperparameters of VD methods (except for CDS and RODE) and PG methods are shown in Table 6 and Table 7. For all the
networks and embedding layers, we use 64 hidden units. The backbone of policy, value, and Q network is a 2-hidden-layer
MLP for Bridge, with an additional GRU layer for SMAC and GRF. We use 4 attention heads for QPLEX and the attention-
based backbone of auto-regressive policy. We also add layer norm after each linear layer. Value normalization is applied to
PG methods. The batch size is 3200 for PG methods in Bridge and SMAC, and 10000 in GRF. The PPO epoch is 5 in Bridge
and 15 across all GRF scenarios. PG methods are trained for 50M environment frames on the counterattack-hard and corner
scenario, and 25M frames on other scenarios in GRF. In SMAC, we adopt the same PPO epoch and total environment frames
as Yu et al. (2021). For CDS and RODE, we use the hyperparameters and implementation adopted from the original paper.

For PG-sh, we use a single actor and a single critic for all the agents. For PG-ID, we additionally concatenate observation

https://sites.google.com/view/revisiting-marl
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Name value

γ 0.99
GAE (Schulman et al., 2015) λ 0.95

PPO clip 0.2
value clip 0.2
value loss huber
huber δ 10.0

entropy coefficient 0.01
optimizer Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014)

learning rate 5e-4
gradient norm 10.0

Table 6. PG hyperparameters.

Name Value

γ 0.99
hard update interval 50

gradient norm 10.0
optimizer Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014)

learning rate 5e-4
value loss MSE

Table 7. VD hyperparameters.

with one-hot agent IDs as the input of actor and critic. For PG-ind, we train n separate actors and critics for all agents. For
PG-AR, we train a single actor with the attention-based auto-regressive representation and a single critic which is the same
as PG-sh for each agent. For auto-regressive policy, we use an entropy coefficient of 0.05 and omit agent ID.

D. Additional Results
D.1. Learning Auto-Regressive Policies with Higher Rewards

Kuba et al. (2022) proposes Heterogeneous-Agent Proximal Policy Optimization (HAPPO) to solve cooperative MARL
problems. In HAPPO, policies are trained sequentially by accumulating importance ratios across agents (see Kuba et al.
(2022) for more details). However, HAPPO still adopts independent policy factorization in Eq. (3) and learns an individual
policy for each agent, which restricts the expressiveness power. To unlock the full potential, it is then natural to extend
HAPPO with our auto-regressive (AR) representation, such that training and inference are both conducted sequentially. We
name this extension HAPPO-AR. By implementing such an algorithm, we can investigate to what extent expressiveness
power affects sample efficiency and the performance of the state-of-the-art algorithm. Hopefully, HAPPO-AR can obtain
the benefits of both — it can maintain high sample efficiency while learning interesting emergent behavior that requires
strong intra-coordination.

We remark that the focus of HAPPO-AR is different from the focus of learning multi-modal behavior as presented in
Sec. 5.2 and 6.2. In the main body, we want to show the effectiveness of the AR representation, while sample efficiency
and algorithm performance are not the most imperative topics. By contrast, in this subsection, we aim at investigating the
effect of the AR representation on algorithm performance. Learning multi-modal behavior is not the ultimate goal. Instead,
we hope that the AR representation can aid the algorithm to converge to a better optimum. Therefore, instead of applying
techniques introduced in Sec. 5.2, we only employ a minimal modification on HAPPO: the MLP policy takes one-hot actions
of other agents as an additional input. Besides, we align the inference and training order to better utilize auto-regressive
learning.

We evaluate HAPPO and HAPPO-AR on the 6 academy scenarios in Google Research Football following the same evaluation
protocol as illustrated in Appendix C.3. Results are presented in Table 8. HAPPO-AR outperforms HAPPO in 5 out of 6
academy scenarios. This result indicates that the AR representation can be combined with the state-of-the-art PG method
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PG-ID PG-Ind HAPPO HAPPO-AR

3v1 90.7(1.5) 90.2(1.7) 95.1 (5.8) 94.9 (4.4)‹

CA-E 79.5(6.7) 92.4(2.6) 54.1 (36.5) 60.5 (35.9)‹

CA-H 68.2(2.0) 67.8(3.4) 29.2 (43.9) 16.7 (39.5)
Corner 27.3(1.3) 21.6(2.4) 35.4 (42.5) 39.1 (40.0)‹

PS 43.4(8.8) 53.3(3.5) 93.5 (6.0) 95.0 (4.5)‹

RPS 66.6(3.1) 78.8(1.5) 98.7 (4.2) 97.7 (4.2)‹

Table 8. Median evaluation winning rate (standard deviation) on GRF academy scenarios over 6 random seeds. Bold numbers are
the state-of-the-art results under CTDE. ‹ indicates that HAPPO-AR performs at least as well as HAPPO. (CA-E&H=counter attack
easy&hard; PS=pass and shoot; RSP=run, pass and shoot)

Scenario Winning Rate

2m_vs_1z 100.0(0.0)
3s_vs_5z 100.0(0.9)

GRF 3v1 92.7(3.7)

Table 9. Median evaluation winning rate of auto-regressive policy in SMAC and GRF.

to improve algorithm performance. We also visualize the behavior of HAPPO and HAPPO-AR in the 3-vs-1 scenario.
While HAPPO learns plain pass-and-shoot, HAPPO-AR can still learn “Tiki-Taka” behavior as shown in Sec. 6.2 (see our
project website for GIF demonstration). However, in harder scenarios like counterattack-hard and corner, we do not observe
distinguishable behavioral differences.

Finally, we remark that auto-regressive policy learning can be implemented in different ways depending on the purpose. We
recommend applying techniques introduced in Sec. 5.2 if the aim is multi-modal behavior. If the aim is a higher reward, we
recommend the implementation introduced in this section.

D.2. Evaluation Performance of Multi-Modal Behavior

In Sec. 6.2, we have shown emergent behavior on the 2m_vs_1z and 3s_vs_5z map in SMAC and on the academy-3-vs-1-
with-keeper scenario in GRF. We additionally show the evaluation performance of these learned policies in Table 9. The
results show that PG-AR can successfully learn winning multi-modal strategies.


